Risk Management Resources
The role of the healthcare risk manager is evolving. Expanding technology, shifting care models, increasing
medical complexity, higher consumer expectations and greater regulatory scrutiny confirm the need for
an effective enterprise risk management program to help manage risk and liability exposure. For many
organizations, the challenges in developing a risk management program can include knowledgebase, skill set
and resources.

At OneBeacon Healthcare Group®, we strive to understand each
organization’s risk management resources and needs. Our team of
in-house and external industry-leading risk management professionals
have decades of experience. We invite you to talk with us about your
challenges and we’ll assist you with possible strategies and solutions,
tailored to your needs.

Consultative Services

Exclusive Website

Policyholders have access to specialty-focused and

A policyholders-only risk management website with a wide

experienced healthcare professionals to assist with risk

variety of resources that is easily accessible. Any healthcare

management questions, issues and research.

policyholder is welcome to register.

AboutRisk® Learning
Healthcare Risk Management Training Course

Enewsletters and Publications

A unique web-based training course that provides the

“E-Risk Tips” sent to policyholders highlighting FAQs, emerging
risks and new resources available, along with possible

information necessary to assist new and less experienced risk

strategies on how to effectively address risk exposures. And,

professionals in understanding the fundamental skills, goals,

The Rozovsky Group’s monthly Dialogues in Healthcare and

elements and responsibilities needed for an effective risk

TRG Newsletter are included at no additional cost.

management program in any healthcare setting. The course has
dedicated faculty support to enhance the learning experience.

Tools and Guides

AboutRisk Learning Education

guides—such as our physician office/ambulatory practice

Interactive, live webinars and pre-recorded learning modules

guide—for use by leadership and clinicians, as well as other

are presented monthly. Suites of pre-recorded learning

tools to help assess and address risk exposures.

Easy-to-read, case study-based “pocket” risk management

modules for use with staff and clinicians in specific settings
are also available. Examples include:
• Senior Housing
• Federally Qualified Health Centers
• Continuing education credits are available for some offerings.

A Member of OneBeacon Insurance Group®

OneBeacon Healthcare Group is a brand
of OneBeacon Insurance Group that specializes
in professional liability coverages and other
coverages for physicians and physician groups,
free-standing medical facilities and managed
care organizations.
OneBeacon Insurance Group Holdings,
Ltd. (“OneBeacon”) is a subsidiary of Intact
Financial Corporation (TSX: IFC). OneBeacon’s
underwriting companies offer a range of
specialty insurance products sold through
independent agencies, regional and national
brokers, wholesalers and managing general
agencies. Each business is managed by an
experienced team of specialty insurance
professionals focused on a specific customer
group or industry segment, and providing
distinct products and tailored coverages
and services. OneBeacon’s solutions target
group accident and health; commercial surety;
entertainment; environmental; excess
property; financial institutions; financial
services; healthcare; management liability;
ocean and inland marine; public entities;
technology; and tuition refund.

Electronic Risk Assessments
Web-based tools provide an opportunity to conduct a risk assessment or “inventory”
easily and effectively for a specific care delivery setting, a key risk exposure or your
own risk management program. Assessments include:
• Physician Office Practices/Ambulatory Care
• Ambulatory Surgery
• Healthcare Clinical Risk Management Program
• Healthcare Security
• Clinical Trials Research
• HIPAA Privacy Breach Notification - Healthcare Providers
• HIPAA Security Rule - Healthcare Providers
• Home Health
• Credentialing and Privileging
• Long Term Care, Assisted and Independent Living Facilities
• Urgent Care Facilities
• Safety and Security
• Telemedicine
• Medical Marijuana

On-Site Risk Assessments
On-site risk assessments can be arranged to meet your needs.

Visit onebeaconhc.com
for more information or
contact Patricia Hughes at
860.321.2601 or 		
phughes@onebeacon.com.
You can also find us on:
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*Coverages may be underwritten by one of the following insurance companies: Atlantic Specialty
Insurance Company, Homeland Insurance Company of New York, Homeland Insurance Company of
Delaware, OBI America Insurance Company and OBI National Insurance Company.
This material is intended as a general description of certain types of insurance coverages and services.
Coverages and availability vary by state; exclusions and deductibles may apply. Please refer to the actual
policies or consult with your independent insurance advisor for descriptions of coverages, terms and
conditions. Some coverage may be written by a surplus lines insurer through a licensed surplus lines
broker. Surplus lines insurers do not generally participate in state guaranty funds and insureds are
therefore not protected by such funds.

